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greetings from ceo

Young-won, Kim
CEO of SehoMarine Solutions

Dear our valued clients and friends,
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to your support so far,
and wish your fruitful business with wellness
Established in May 2018, SehoMarine Solutions (SMS) devotes itself to
marine retrofit engineering & marine O&M technical services after
taking over legacy and traditions inherited from SehoEngineering Co. with
more than 18-year experiences in the field of lifting & moving engineering,
sea-transportation technology for ultra-heavy structure, floating cranes.
SMS has been successfully implemented more than 15 projects for
SOx scrubbers and BWTS retrofit engineering since its launching in 2018.
We are readily poised to answer our clients’ wide and broad requirements
for marine retrofit engineering and revision as well as repair and upgrade.
Our excellent design engineers and experts can provide optimal solutions and
services to any challenging projects based on their experiences and expertise
accumulated in HHI, HMD and other design engineering companies of the
marine field for several decades.
In this challenging season, I would like to share Korea’s news and stories
with our valuable customers and friends through our monthly magazine
Korea? Korea!. We confidently believe that support and patronage from our
clients is a main source of strength for us to make a sustainable growth.
Wishing you all of your a happy and pleasant time every day.
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Title
now & here in korea

Spring,
Greeting to Sunshine!
Spring is spreading the warmth to everyone. However, people often feel tired
and sleepy in this season. It’s the ‘Spring
Fever.’ How can we overcome this seasonal nuisance? All we need to do is go
out to meet romantic and overflowing
sunshine.
Grand palaces in Korea are perfect to
enjoy the best season of the year. They
are an oasis of calm for Koreans in the
heart of the city, and must-see tourist
attractions for visitors for Korea. Under
the spring sunshine, find out the hidden
historical stories that bring the palaces
into life, rent Korea’s traditional dress
Hanbok and enjoy Korean dignity and
traditional beauty at ancient palaces.
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6.25: A Day of Remembrance of
Struggling for Peace
After having been liberated from Japanese colony in 1945, Korea was divided into
a communist North and an US-occupied South at the 38th parallel. On June 25,
1950, the North Korea crossed the border to invade the South Korea. Thereafter,
they were fighting each other for three years and ended the war in 1953. In this
cruel war, communist China and the Soviet Union were for the North, while 21
UN nations including US were for the South.
June 25 is now a Korean War remembrance day for honoring the fallen soldiers
of South Korea and the 21 nations that were sent to South Korea’s aid. Although
the war ceased, for more than fifty years the demilitarized zone (DMZ) running
across the 38th parallel has remained in an untouched state. Although conflicts of
the divided nation still persist and barbed wires are lined across both sides of the
border with armies in full battle readiness, signs of reconciliation for peace are also
emerging.
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The Place

Panmunjom: Symbolic Place for War and Peace
Panmunjom is the place where the armistice agreement was signed on July 27,
1953 and was defined in several different ways such as no-man’s land, venue for
inter-Korean talks, hot spot for defection and violence, popular tourist destination
and filming location for movies. There you can see soldiers from both sides stand
to attention and stare face to face. Now Panmunjom is a symbol of détente in the
Korean Peninsula. However, the place is marked as progress toward a future of
peace and prosperity for the entire Korean Peninsula after Kim Jeong Un was the
first North Korean leader to cross the border and visit the South.

Movies to watch
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Welcome to
Dongmakgol
2005

Taegukgi:
Brotherhood of War
2003

In the midst of war, what if the soldiers from the South, North and US
run into each other at the deep forest
of small village called Dongmakgol.
But what’s more outlandish is that
the people of the village have no idea
what a gun or bomb is and even what
the war is! This is a comic fantasy for
those who aspire the peace among
people in the war.

This tragic war film is about story
of two brothers who were separated
during the Korean War and met as
a South Korean soldier and a North
Korean soldier. They were once loving brothers and now enemies of war.
Will they be united again?

Places to visit

UN Memorial Cemetery
in Busan

The War Memorial of Korea
in Yongsan, Seoul

UN Memorial Cemetery was established in 1951 and is the only UN
forces cemetery in the world. Almost
2,300 UN soldiers who sacrificed their
lives in the Korean War are resting in
peace here. A memorial ceremony is
held every year in commemoration
of their precious contributions and
achievements. Around the cemetery
there is an area displaying the flags of
21 nations and the UN flag, UN Forces monuments, a Memorabilia Hall,
ponds and so on.

The War Memorial of Korea has the
largest collection of Korean history from the beginning to the end of the
Korean War. The museum also features a collection of prehistoric artifacts and army weapons.
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k-style product
Funny, Bizarre
but Practical Things
in Korea
Visiting as an expat to a foreign country means the
routine activities may become either a challenge
or an eye-opening experience. In Korea, just a trip
to supermarkets or street stalls turns into a bizarre
excursion as one discovers the strange items on
sale. I would like to introduce three most curious
Korean products from foreigners’ point of view.

Ear Spoon
The little shovel-shaped device is widely used by
Korean people to scoop the wax out of your ears.
Made out of simple plastic or elaborate and ornate
stainless steel or wood adorned with accouterments, this spoon’s peculiarity may strike you but
you can admit it is really practical.
Toe Socks
These gloves for the feet were just a novelty item,
but apparently they’re not over here. Toe socks are
most commonly worn by people suffering from
athlete’s foot so that the toes can be kept separated.
In fact, they look kind of funny, but your feet stay
cool and you don’t even feel like you’re wearing
socks. They are fantastic!

Finger Nap
These plastic sanitary gloves called ‘Finger Naps’
are used to eat hamburgers, donuts, pizza and any
other type of oily food. For those who don’t want
to get grease, sauce or sugar on their hands or fingers, this is a perfect product. Many restaurants in
Korea even come with these plastic gloves, making
them as common as napkins or other utensils.
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3D Eyebrow Tattoos
What do you think is the factor that
sways your impression most? By just
tidying and shaping your eyebrow,
you can make a big change to your
impression.
3D eyebrow tattoos are becoming
more popular in South Korea. Many
women and men of age are getting
their eyebrows tattooed for a more
sleek and snazzy look. Known as “microblading,” the 3D eyebrow tattoos are different
from conventional ones. Each fiber of hair is drawn to make it seem as if it were real eyebrows. Unlike the old style of eyebrow tattoos, this one is very natural and it is catching
the attention of many Koreans and foreigners alike!
Microblading is a relatively new method which does not use the traditional permanent
makeup tattoo machine. It is done by using a unique hand tool that has a small row
of micro needles that deposit cosmetic pigment into the skin with slicing, feathering
strokes. This method creates very crisp, fine hair strokes. Price ranges differ from place
to place, but it’s roughly from 150,000 Korean won to anywhere above.

Blackpink’s Lisa
Most Popular K-Pop Idol
on Instagram
Lisa, a Thai member of K-pop girl band BLACKPINK, had garnered more than 17.5 million followers on her Instagram as of Monday, making
her the K-pop star with the most followers.
YG Entertainment’s star has dethroned Chanyeol, a rapper with K-pop boy group EXO, who
has 17.4 million followers. As of Tuesday, BIGBANG’s G-dragon (16.3 million) was next, followed by EXO’s Sehun (15.9 million),
and BLACKPINK’s Jennie (15.2 million). Lisa’s band mates Rose (13.3 million) and
Jisoo (12.8 million) rank ninth and tenth, respectively.
Lisa, 22, has been an idol trainee at YG Entertainment since she was 15, and debuted
as a member of four-piece girl group BLACKPINK in 2016 with the digital single
album “SQUARE ONE.” The group rose to stardom with dozens of hits including
“Whistle” and “Ddu-Du Ddu-Du.” It released a mini-album “Kill This Love” on April
5 and will begin a “dome tour” in Japan in December.
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K-STYLE FOOD

A New Way of Cooking Chicken, Jjimdak

How many chicken recipes are there in your country?
If barbecued or fried chicken were everything,
then check out the Korean way of cooking
chicken. Add a touch of Korean local flavor
to your dinner table.
Jjimdak is boiled over high heat with a sweet and spicy
seasoning. You can enjoy the well-cooked vegetables, lean
tender meat, and chewy noodles all together. Besides, chicken and vegetables, rich in protein and vitamin respectively,
are good for your nutrition. Jjimdak is great as a meal and
beloved by people of all ages in Korea.
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1 hour

Ingredients for 4 servings
1kg chicken
9 cups water (for the stock)
1 large potato
1/3 carrot
1 onion
2 fistful starch noodles
1/2 bunch golden needle mushrooms
100g spinach
8 dried red peppers
1 stalk green onion
2 fistful sliced white radish
4 red peppers
10 cloves garlic
30 whole black pepper seeds

How to Cook
Peel and slice the potato, carrot, onion and
radish into thick slices. Cut the green onion
into 2 inch long pieces and the golden needle mushrooms, spinach, red peppers and
garlic randomly.
Trim the excess fat from the chicken and
cut them into bite-sized pieces. Rinse the
chicken in cold water and soak it for a few
minutes. Drain and set aside.
Soak starch noodles in cold water for 1
hour. Drain and set aside.

Sauce

3/4 cup soy sauce
2 tbsp oyster sauce
4 tbsp dark brown sugar
4 tbsp rice syrup
1 tbsp minced garlic
0.5 tbsp ground black pepper
1 tbsp sesame seeds

To make the broth, add chicken, 9 cups of
water, sliced radish, green onion, red peppers, garlic, and whole black pepper seeds,
and boil for 40 minutes over high heat.
Strain the ingredients and set aside. This
will produce about 6 cups of chicken stock.
Add the meat broth and boiled chicken,
and boil for 10 minutes. And then add the
potato, carrot, and onion.

1

2

Mix the sauce ingredients in a bowl and
add to the pot. Boil for another 10 minutes.
Add soaked and drained starch noodles,
golden needle mushrooms, spinach and
dried red peppers, and boil for another 2
minutes with the lid on.

3

4

Plate it up and it’s ready to eat. Enjoy!
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marine & offshore plant
news in korea

2019 Busan Financial Hub Convention
on International Marine Finance
Busan Metropolitan City held the 2019 Busan Financial Hub Convention on International Marine Finance jointly with TFinancial Supervisory Service (FSS) at the Westin Chosun Busan on May 17, 2019, with
aims to discuss how the shipbuilding and shipping industries would respond to changes in regulations on the global marine environment and
talk about the role of ship finance.
The international conference marked the seventh year, attracting nearly
300 attendees including senior executives and employees from financial
companies, shipbuilding and shipping companies and marine finance
experts. Among high-profile participants were Oh Keo-don, Mayor of
Busan Metropolitan City, and Kim Jung-Hoon, member of National Assembly.
In the first session, James Frew, Director of Consultancy at Maritime
Strategies International (MSI), spoke of three factors which would have
influence on the shipbuilding and shipping industries in the future:
China’s economy, advances in technologies used for producing oil and
natural gas, and environmental regulations. Particularly, he focused on
advantages slow steaming has.
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Next, Heo Youn, Head of Technology Planning at Daewoo Shipbuilding
& Marine Engineering (DSME), said in his presentation that regulations
on the global marine environment prompted a wide-ranging discussion
on green fuels. Since European countries have carried out pilot projects
regarding alternative fuels, Korea’s shipbuilding companies need to prepare measures, he added. The third speaker was Simon Neo, Regional
Manager Asia at the International Bunker Industry Association (IBIA).
He explained how the shipping industry should preemptively prepare
for the IMO 2020 implementation, emphasizing that market participants have to cooperate in a consistent way.
In the second session, Klaus Schmidberger, Vice President at KfW
IPEX-Bank, firstly gave a presentation about trend and outlook in
the maritime industry and finance. He focused on digitalization and
eco-friendly technology for investment and regarded growing volatilities in the global shipping industry as a major risk.
Next, Daniel Xu, Head of Tanker Sector at ICBC Financial Leasing,
mentioned that Chinese leasing were playing a leading role in the global ship finance market and also highlighted the importance of bilateral cooperation between China and Korea. Finally, Ju Sang-jin, Head of
Maritime Project Finance Department at Export-Import Bank of Korea, compared domestic shipping companies’ financing and restructuring procedures to international standards.
Ahead of the implementation of the IMO 2020 next year which limits SOx emissions, domestic shipping companies should come up with
counterplans. Against this backdrop, the 2019 Busan Financial Hub
Convention on International Marine Finance received high praise for
providing invaluable opinions of experts from home and abroad. In addition, participants regarded the annual event as a chance to promote
Busan Metropolitan City and expected that it would contribute to developing the city into a marine finance hub in Northeast Asia.
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Emerging Recovery of Shipbuilding Industry
in Jeollanamdo Province
Shipbuilding industry in Jeollanamdo Province, South Korea is ready
to recover. As newbuilding orders of Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries
(HSHI) and Daehan Shipbuilding Company (DHSC) based on this region are rebounding, small- and medium-sized companies related to
shipbuilding are expected to escape from the worst recession.
The key point is what effect the merger of big two shipbuilders, Hyundai
Heavy Industries (HHI) and DSME will have on the region’s shipbuilding recovery. HSHI and DHSC are directly and indirectly involved in
this merger deal.
According to an industry source, HSHI saw significant rise in new
building orders up to 37 ships last year following dramatic rebound to
36 ships in 2017 from 15 ships in 2016, when global shipbuilders suffered from the worst new order cliff. The order value is also rapidly
recovering. HSHI posted its order value of US$4.6 billion in 2018, up
from US$1.1 billion in 2016 and US$ 4.6 billion in 2017. During the
first quarter of this year, HSHI won the orders of 7 ships worth US$700
million.
DHSC’s order recovery is in full swing. While DHSC received the orders of only two ships in 2016, the shipbuilder saw the surge in new
orders up to 14 ships in 2017 and 15 ships in 2018.
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Notably, DHSC recorded the higher new orders than its annual capacity
of 12 ships for two years in a row in 2017 and 2018. The order backlog
is secured until the first half of the next year. DHSC, which built various
types of ships, transformed its focus to 110,000 DWT oil tankers and
sharpened its competitive and technical edges.
Thanks to recovery of the two shipbuilders, collapsed shipbuilding industry of the region is bottoming out.
According to Korea Industrial Complex Corporation, the employment
of Daebul Industrial Complex in Jellanam-do Province has increased
29.9% year-on year to 4,651. Last year the region’s annual output jumped
to KW\ 1.284 trillion, 20% up against the previous year. Daebul Industrial Complex houses 310 small- and medium-sized companies, 80% of
which are parts and machinery manufacturers related to the shipbuilding industry.
Meanwhile, some industry sources bring forward an analysis that the
merger between Big Two shipbuilders may be a major factor to affect
the full recovery of the region’s shipbuilding industry. The merger may
raise some possibility to have impact on business structure of DSME
and HSHI. However, DHSC is excluded from the deal signed by HHI
and Korea Development Bank (KDB).
Now DHSC will have to establish itself as an independent company under the management of KDB. In the future, it is possible that KDB will
sell DHSC in the market.
When the merger deal is completed, HSHI, the shipbuilding affiliate
of HHI Group, will be organized under the Group’s intermediate shipbuilding holding company together with HHI and DSME. Overlapped
business to build similar ship types may serve as a major factor in new
order activities.
An industry source says, “The business of two shipbuilders which represent the region’s economy will weigh on the region’s shipbuilding industry. For the time being, we will see how Big Two’s merger deal will
progress.”
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